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WINTER INJURIES 

1. The impact of extreme weather conditions on the 

growth  

of the vine can be determined using 

dendrochronological methods: on the basis of the 

cambial activity, visible as  

very narrow annual rings and anatomy of wood tissue. 

2. Not all frost incidents will be visible in the tissue of the 

oldest pieces of wood, but only in younger, 3-4 years 

old vine shoots  

or buds 

3. Increased replication of the collected samples and 

analysis  

must be taken to evaluate the impact of climatic 

conditions  

on the width of  growth rings of Vitis spp 

 

 

 Collect more samples and perform analysis - prepare a base of 

microscopic preparations and photographs of vines and fruit trees,  

not only in Poland but also in other cool climate countries  

Winter cold hardiness and spring frost resistance  
in vineyards and orchards - case study 

Cross-section of Vitis spp. Sample – changes in 

width of annual growth rings is observed  

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS INTRODUCTION 

The influence of spring frost index values on the width of annual growth rings of vines, apple and pear 

trees: SFIg –  Gladstones’ spring frost index, Tmin4i5 - average minimum temperature of April and May 

2 m above the ground, Tmin+5 4i5 - average minimum temperature of April and May 5cm above the 

ground, srT4i5 - average temperature of April and May,  T2- average monthly temperature of February 

prunus – plum, malus – apple and vitis - vines 

High correlation of the width of growth rings of vines and climatological 

parameters  was obtained for precipitation of the beginning and the end of 

vegetation period (April and September). Significant influence of average 

temperatures for February and negative correlation with the average temperature 

in May was also noticed.  Vines are sensitive for lower temperatures and it was 

confirmed  in the dendroclimatological analysis as the negative corelation of the 

growth with spring frost index (SFIg) for April and May, minimum temperature of 

April and May on 5 cm above the ground.  

CONCLUSION AND OBJECTIVES 

2010 

2009 

         Examples of probable frost 

injuries visible in cross secitions of 

vines from  Chorzow (upper left), 

Wrocław (lower left) and Dłużec (upper 

right). In all locations the damage is 

observed in 2010, when few  days of 

very low temperatures were observed  

in January   

2010 

2009 

SFIg = [(ATmax + ATmin) / 2] −Tmin_abs 

where  ATmax = average monthly maximum temperature, ATmin = average 

monthly minimum temperature, Tlow = lowest monthly temperature (for April) 

The example of frost rings in (A) Arizona cypris and (B) 

siberian pine [Glock 1951, www.ideo.columbia.edu) 

Application of dendrochronological and 

dendroclimatological methods in agroclimatology 

is not very popular. The analysis of growth rings 

was used to  find the growth reaction of cambium 

in apples (Malus domestica) from western 

Germany from the region with severe drought in 

2003 (Burkhard et al. 2007). Also the analysis of  

the width of growth rings in cherries was 

performed for Switzerland. In that research the 

influence of climatological conditions and 

phenology was included (Obrecht 2008).  

400-years old vine in Maribor, 

Slovenia 

Old vine (on private property) in Zielona Gora 
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  Cold injury and damage is a great problem in many fruit-producing regions all over the 

world. This is also a big problem in Poland and concerns not only viticulture but also horticulture. 

    Cold hardiness (Hc) of grapevines (Vitis spp.) varies dynamically during winter depending on 

ambient temperatures, but follows a relatively predictable trend of acclimation in autumn, 

maximal mid-winter hardiness and deacclimation in spring. The impact of extreme 

meteorological conditions, which are important in agroclimatology such as drought or frosts can 

be determined using  dendrochronological  methods,  based  on  changes in cambial  activity,  

visible  as  very  narrow  annual increments,  missing  rings  and  anatomical  changes  in  wood  

tissue. Some of the damage might be seen only in buds and might have no response in the 

xylem structure.  

 The aims of the study were: to test the WSU cold hardiness model with meteorological data 

from chosen vineyards in Poland, to collect dendrochronological samples from vineyards and 

orchards and to perform dendroclimatological analysis and check its usefulness in viticulture 

and horticulture. The authors would like to find a relationship between frost damage in vine and 

in selected species of trees, especially fruit trees and to develop the methodology to assess the 

impact of climatic conditions on growth and development of vines in the potential and existing 

locations (risk assessment). The authors would also like to answer the question: are there frost 

rings visible in vine wood and fruit trees. The work for this study is still in progress.  

Climatological data from the meteorological station located in in the meteorological 

garden of the Department of Climatology and Atmosphere Protection IGiRR UWr 

(Wroclaw) and Global database Summary of the Day (Suwalki, the nearest station 

to Villa Nova Vineyard; Legnica, the nearest station to Jaspis Vineyard) were  

used as well as temperature measurements from the vineyards (Jaspis –  

3 years, Villa Nova – 7 years). Meteorological data were input into  

the WSU cold hardiness model and were used for general analysis of  

the locations and cold seasons. Seasons: 2005/2006 for  

Villa Nova Vineyard and 2010/2011 and 2011/2012 for Jaspis 

Vineyard were selected. Climatological data from Wroclaw  

were used for dendroclimatological analysis. 

 

Dendrochronological samples were collected only from  

locations in south Poland, both vineyards and orchards  

(apple, pear and plum trees). Measurements of the  

width of  annual rings in microscopic preparations  

were made of  thin slices of wood (cross-sections) 

Accuracy of measurements was examined  

in COFECHA and indexing and averaging  

curves between individuals were  

conducted in ARSTAN software.  

The relationship between  

meteorological conditions and the  

size of the annual increment  

were analyzed by the methods  

commonly used in  

dendroclimatological studies:  

Pearson correlation  

coefficient and analysis  

of the sentinel years.  

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 Cold hardiness model for Pinot gris for 2005/2006 for Villa Nova Vineyard 

 In the Villa Nova Vineyard of Villa Nova 

               all the vines are covered with soil to a height 

         of about 30 cm. This should effectively prevent 

      them from suffering freeze-induced injury.  

   The lowest temperature recorded in the vineyard 

was -27.5 ˚C. Temperatures below -18 ˚C occurred 

from 19 to 27 January and between 4 and 6 February. 

None of the Vitis vinifera varieties have chance of 

surviving without a cover. 2005/2006 winter was very 

regular, without long periods of warming. This had  

a definite influence on cold hardiness of vines, 

located in the cool state of deep dormancy in winter.  

There is also a statistical error of 2 - 4 C associated 

with the Hc line, which needs to be taken into account  

using the WSU model. 

Vines from Wroclaw  

were 19 years old. Growth  

rings incremental curves  

were created for period  

1992-2011 and compared with  

the curves of growth of other apple  

and plum trees. The width of the 

analysed radial increment of vines 

ranged from 0,007-0,3mm. Some growth 

rings were not fully developed on the 

entire part of the trunk. The occurrence 

of such disappearing growth rings has 

been observed in 2007, very small rings  

were observed in 2003, 2006 and 2007, 

while wide ones in 1998, 2010 and 

2011. The analysis was prepared using 

the longest averaged series of 

measurements. Comparison of wine 

increment curves with selected species 

of fruit trees, showed the greatest 

similarity to the curve of growth of apple 

trees (r=0.7).  

Except for standard climatological characteristics Gladstone’s spring frost 

index (Stafne 2007). The authors also modified the index, by using not only 

the temperature in April, but also in May and in April and May together. 
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